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Live Online ACCA,
CIA and CFA courses
Globaltraining’s New Approach
By Georgia Cottis

n 2010, we embarked on a project aiming
to provide students with an innovative
mode of study that is flexible enough to
accommodate the needs of busy professionals, whilst at the same time using an
evolved teaching approach that matches
the increased use of technology and the
Internet.
This product has been growing ever since,
and it has taken off very successfully especially in our international centres where
distances could have been a barrier to
students attending traditional classroom
tuition.
As of September 2013, we will be offering our students and corporate clients
a re-engineered Live Online product for
ACCA, CIA and CFA courses, which
includes a new set-up with sophisticated
innovative e-learning environments that
aim to provide students with a platform
from which to manage and monitor their
studying more effectively, as well as a different approach to teaching methodology.

Each module will comprise
of a blend of live online and
recorded sessions, as well as
detailed and comprehensive materials and teaching
programmes prepared by
our experienced lecturing
teams.
Our new live online
modules are aimed at individuals who are looking for an
intensive course where key syllabus
topics are highlighted and complex areas
explained, leaving the simpler topics to be
self-studied using the extensive material
and learning programme that students are
provided with.
More emphasis is placed on the revision stage, hence the new structure will
have similar hours as previous blockrelease revision. The revision stage will
again require more student discipline and
commitment as it is expected that specific
questions will be examined by students
before the scheduled live online session
where all these questions will be debriefed
thoroughly by experienced lecturers.
Through the interaction of our newlydeveloped Student Information System
(SIS) and the e-learning platform, stu-
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This is
a mindset
shift in our
teaching
approach

dents will have constant access to their
study materials, their recorded sessions
and assignments. Student support and
feedback will also be improved as progress results and messages from lecturers
and the student forum will be accessible
through the Globaltraining App or the
SIS at any time, any place.
This is not just a reorganisation of the
current way in which we provide courses
but a mindset shift in our teaching approach, giving an alternative to students
who only need guidance for tuition and
focus on exam technique rather than a
more thorough coverage of the whole
syllabus.
The upcoming Live Online CIA and
CFA courses commence in September
2013 and these courses are only currently
offered as Live Online.
For ACCA, all 14 papers will be offered as Live Online as well as evening
and block release modes of delivery,
giving students the option to choose
among a variety of modes of delivery to
suit their needs. The Live Online courses
will commence in September 2013 for
the exam sitting of December 2013. It is
also possible for students to do a Blended
course, i.e. receive tuition as Live Online
and then join the classroom block release
revision offered in Nicosia, Limassol, Bucharest and Athens. This is possible as all
our centres follow Globaltraining’s “one
product policy”, i.e. they are coordinated
and consistent in terms of teaching and
revision programmes, materials and lecturers’ expertise.
For more information contact us at any
of our centres or visit our website: www.
globaltraining.org

